TECHNICAL MEETING
ICC BANKING COMMISSION | 15–17 OCTOBER 2018
TBILISI, GEORGIA
Radisson Blu

VENUE

1 Rose Revolution Square
Tbilisi, 0108, Georgia
Tel : +995 (322) 402200
Website

Please consult our interactive map to plan your itinerary online
**TRAVEL TIPS**

**Air Travel**
Georgia has three main airports, however Tbilisi International Airport is the most convenient as it is located 30 mins from Radisson Blu.

**Transportation**
You may reach the Radisson Blu from Tbilisi International Airport by taxi, car rental or private car service. Within the city, taking a taxi is the most recommended way of transportation, but some other options like the metro can be used to navigate in general.

**Taxis**
If you would like to take a taxi from Tbilisi International Airport, download the Taxify application on your smart phone or hail a taxi which is readily available at the street level. You may also hire a private car to take you to your destination.

**Currency**
Georgia uses the Georgian Lari, check the conversion rate with your currency before you trip. ATM machines are available throughout the city, but your local bank could impose international transaction fees, be sure to contact your bank for more details.

**Time Zone**
Tbilisi is on Greenwich Mean Time (UTC + 4). If you are unsure of the time difference compared to your country, please consult this time zone converter.

**Weather**
October in Tbilisi tends to be rainy and around 11 degrees Celsius. See Tbilisi’s monthly averages for more details.

**Security**
In the event of an emergency, please dial 112. For all other security related questions or concerns please consult the Georgia Police website.
Depending on your nationality, and the purpose and duration of your visit, you may need a visa to travel to Georgia. Please visit the Georgia’s government website to check if you need a visa.

We are able to issue visa invitation letters to support your visa application only after receiving your registration confirmation.

Please contact tsankashvili@icc.ge including the following information to request a visa invitation letter:

1. Full Name
2. Nationality
3. Passport number
4. Passport date and place of delivery
5. Passport expiration date
6. Date and place of birth
7. Current country of residence
8. Address of the consulate you are applying to (see a full list here)

Please note - pdf copies of the letter will be sent directly to you - they will not be sent to the consulate. It is your responsibility to send the letter and your complete application to your chosen consulate.

To start your visa application process electronically, click here.
CANCELATION POLICY

Please note that ICC reserves the right to cancel this meeting or to make minor alterations to the content and timing of the programme or to the identity of the speakers. ICC will not, however, be held responsible for any related expense incurred by the participant.

DATA PROTECTION INFORMATION

The information requested in this form is collected by ICC, data controller, for registration purposes. The data is stored in an ICC database for the use of ICC. Fields marked with asterisks are mandatory. Under the French Act on Data Processing, Data Files and Individual Liberties (Loi informatique et liberté) of 6 January 1978, you have the right to query access, amend or object to the processing of your personal data on legitimate grounds, as well as the right to provide indications as to your data’s fate after death by sending an email to dataprotection@iccwbo.org or writing to the International Chamber of Commerce, ICC DPO, 33-43 avenue du Président Wilson 75116 Paris, France, along with a copy of an identity document (ID).

DISCLAIMER

The photos and audiovisual recordings taken at this meeting may be used and published by ICC, its subsidiaries or affiliates, for informational or promotional purposes in printed materials or online, including on ICC websites and in social media. Participation in the meeting implies agreement to such use of photos or audiovisual recordings in which the participant may appear unless ICC receives written notification to the contrary.
ACCOMMODATION

ICC and its partners have negotiated preferential room rates with certain hotels in Tbilisi for the purpose of the meeting. Discount rates available from 14-17 October.

**ICC Preferred Rate Hotel**

On the online reservation form enter the group code **ICC10** to benefit from the ICC preferred rate:

- **Standard single**
  - USD 163/ double USD 180 + VAT 18%, including breakfast

- **Superior single**
  - USD 183/ double USD 200 + VAT 18%, including breakfast

- **Business single**
  - USD 194/ double USD 210 + VAT 18%, including breakfast

**Radison Blu**

**Address:** 1 Rose Revolution Square

**Tel:** +995 (322) 402200

[Website](#)

**Other Recommended Hotels**

**Rooms Hotel Tbilisi**

**Address:** 14 Merab Kostava Street

**Tel:** +995 (322) 730099

[Website](#)

**Holiday Inn Tbilisi**

**Address:** 1,26 May Square

**Tel:** +995 (322) 300099

[Website](#)
Other Recommended Hotels

**Tbilisi Marriott**
Address: Rustaveli Avenue 13
Tbilisi, Georgia 0108
Tel: +995 (322) 779200
[Website](#)

**Ibis Styles**
Address: Galaktion Tabidze Street 4
Tbilisi, Georgia 0105
Tel: +995 (322) 002424
[Website](#)

**Iota Hotel Tbilisi**
Address: 10 Lermontovi street
Tbilisi, Georgia 0108
Tel: +995 (322) 730099
[Website](#)

**Vinetel Hotel**
Direct Booking: n.koriauli@vinotel.ge
Reference: Bank of GE/ ICC Banking Commission Meeting
Discount: 20% on 3 or more nights
[Price List](#)

Plan your itinerary using this map online.
SUGGESTED RESTAURANTS

With distance from Radisson Blu, plan your itinerary on our interactive map.

Dine Hall
Address: 28/2 Shota Rustaveli Ave,
Tbilisi 0108, Georgia
Tel: +995 (322) 001616
Website

Keto and Kote
Address: 3 Mikheil Zandukeli Dead End,
Tbilisi, Georgia
Tel: +995 (322) 930200
Website

The Kitchen Restaurant
Address: 14 Merab Kostava St,
Tbilisi 0108, Georgia
Tel: +995 (322) 020002
Website

Zala Restaurant
Address: 24 Tamar Chovelidze St,
Tbilisi, Georgia
Tel: +995 (599) 710808
Website